
Number of students appeared                   230
Pass percentage                                                 100%
No. of  students with 90% and above     69
No. of  students with first division         227
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Number of students appeared                   297
Pass percentage                                                 100%
No. of  students with 90% and above      72
No. of  students with first division         285
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"Behind every brilliant performance there are countless"Behind every brilliant performance there are countless
hours of practice and preparation".hours of practice and preparation".

Congratulations to parents, teachers and students
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ਸੇਵਾ ਦੇਸ ਦੀ ਿਜੰਦੜੀਏ ਬੜੀ ਔਖੀ, ਗੱਲਾ ਂਕਰਨੀਆ ਂਢੇਰ ਸੁਖੱਲੀਆ ਂਨੇ।ਸੇਵਾ ਦੇਸ ਦੀ ਿਜੰਦੜੀਏ ਬੜੀ ਔਖੀ, ਗੱਲਾ ਂਕਰਨੀਆ ਂਢੇਰ ਸੁਖੱਲੀਆ ਂਨੇ।  
ਿਜਨ�ਾ ਂਦੇਸ ਸੇਵਾ 'ਚ ਪੈਰ ਪਾਇਆ, ਉਨ�ਾ ਂਲੱਖਾ ਂਮੁਸੀਬਤਾ ਂਝੱਲੀਆ ਂਨੇ .....ਿਜਨ�ਾ ਂਦੇਸ ਸੇਵਾ 'ਚ ਪੈਰ ਪਾਇਆ, ਉਨ�ਾ ਂਲੱਖਾ ਂਮੁਸੀਬਤਾ ਂਝੱਲੀਆ ਂਨੇ .....

ਕਰੋ ਯਾਦ ਉਨ�ਾ ਂਵੀਰਾ ਂ�, ਿਜਨ�ਾ ਂਸਰਹੱਦ ਉਪਰ ਜਾਨ ਗਵਾਈ .....ਕਰੋ ਯਾਦ ਉਨ�ਾ ਂਵੀਰਾ ਂ�, ਿਜਨ�ਾ ਂਸਰਹੱਦ ਉਪਰ ਜਾਨ ਗਵਾਈ .....

गु� पारस को अंतरो,गु� पारस को अंतरो,  
जानत ह� सब संत।जानत ह� सब संत।

  वह लोहा कंचन करे,वह लोहा कंचन करे,  
  ये क�र लेय महंत..।।ये क�र लेय महंत..।।

ਕਾਰਿਗਲ ਿਦਵਸਕਾਰਿਗਲ ਿਦਵਸ  

गु� पू�ण�मा क� शुभकामनाएंँगु� पू�ण�मा क� शुभकामनाएंँ



Be fit with yogaBe fit with yoga



ਮੌਜਾ ਂਮਾਣਦੇ ਪੰਜਾਬੀਮੌਜਾ ਂਮਾਣਦੇ ਪੰਜਾਬੀ    ..........

ਤੀਆ ਂਤੀਜ ਦੀਆ ਂ....ਤੀਆ ਂਤੀਜ ਦੀਆ ਂ....

ਸਾਉਣ ਵੀਰ 'ਕੱਠੀਆ ਂਕਰੇ,ਸਾਉਣ ਵੀਰ 'ਕੱਠੀਆ ਂਕਰੇ,
  ਭਾਦ� ਚੰਦਰੀ ਿਵਛੋੜੇ ਪਾਵੇ ....ਭਾਦ� ਚੰਦਰੀ ਿਵਛੋੜੇ ਪਾਵੇ ....



Pitter Patter Rain DropsPitter Patter Rain Drops

Rain rain go awayRain rain go away  
little BCMites want to playlittle BCMites want to play



World Youth Skills DayWorld Youth Skills Day

School Counsellor, Ms. Charanjit Kalra discussing the 21st century
skills with students

Let's balance our ecosystem by bringing tigers back from the
brink of extinction

International Tiger DayInternational Tiger Day



World Nature Conservation DayWorld Nature Conservation Day

Empowering students for the sustainable use ofEmpowering students for the sustainable use of
nature resourcesnature resources



ICAE Global Education Fair Organised at BCM School, Dugri

To get a peak into the vast world of careers, professions and courses, a Career Exhibition
is a comprehensive tool.
BCM School, Dugri in collaboration with ICAE, India hosted the Global Education Fair on
Friday i.e. July 22, 2022 in the school auditorium. The Career Fair was unveiled by Dr.
Prem Kumar, Executive Director BCM Foundation. Around 20 exhibitors from renowned
Indian and Foreign Educational Institutions and Universities showcased their
professional programs and courses at this Global Fair. About 500 students from the
prestigious schools visited the fair along with their parents and got expert guidance
from well qualified teachers and professionals with an access to latest information and
technical expertise. Our School always endeavoured at helping the young learners to
make informed decisions with regard to what careers to pursue after completion of
their school studies. The fair was an excellent platform for the students and parents to
target premier recognised Universities and Colleges in India for pursuing UG and PG
programs all under one roof. The interesting features of the fair were career counseling,
prospects of studying abroad, new streams and avenues etc. The goal of the school was
to introduce students to careers by bringing community members into the school to
discuss the future job prospects so that today's youth should be prepared to adapt to
new ideas and new techniques.

EndeavourEndeavour

Guthli Drive - An Initiative to Preserve and Conserve Our Mother Earth 

Our school has started a new initiative Guthli Drive where the young 
BCMites are enthusiastically nurturing the saplings by planting fruit seeds 
like mango , plum and blackberry etc. Post this they will be planting these
saplings in different public gardens in the vicinity . The aim of the initiative
is not only to nurture the love for nature among the young students but also to impart
the knowledge of SDG goals to help in developing sustainable society for future
generation. We believe that the drive will definitely be a huge success empowering
students with substantial knowledge of environment and plants simultaneously
enhancing their social skills.



Everything in this world has its advantages and disadvantages. Science has helped this
mankind by giving inventions that are very useful to human beings. But on the other
hand, these things can be harmful to us if misused or if used excessively. Mobile phone
is such an invention which can be very useful; on the other hand, can be harmful and
dangerous to us. Now a days mobile addiction has become a problem, as it can impact
our health and relationship as well as work, but if decided, we can get rid of this
addiction. One should restrict the mobile usage time by setting the number of hours to
spend on mobile each day. For example, we can assign a fixed amount of time for each
activity, such as social media, texting, gaming or watching videos. We can involve
ourself in activities such as painting, dancing or playing indoor and outdoor games. This
will lower our hours to check our cell phone frequently. Spend time talking to your
parents, playing with your kids or helping your spouse with work rather than trying to
connect with an unknown person online. Getting rid of this habit may be difficult but it
is not impossible.
With some effort and support from our loved ones, we can overcome this problem over
the time.

Vishal Chauhan
F/o Ishika Chauhan
VII Lily

Parents' CornerParents' Corner



Practice Makes a Man Perfect 

Proper planning prevents poor performance and proper practice promotes perfect
performance. This assumption holds the key to understand the immeasurable
significance of practice in attaining perfection in our performance and our
accomplishments. 
Perfection is possible only through practice. Practice does not mean to be faultless.
Instead it amounts to achieving a pure stable where one finds utilisation of one’s mental
and physical abilities to the optimum. Talking about perfection, we ought to discuss
certain qualities which help one to achieve the goal of perfection. These qualities can be
summarised as hard work, positive thinking, strong willpower, faith, tolerance,
concentration, self-confidence, right approach and patience. Practice means constant
use of one’s intellectual and aesthetic power. It constantly makes us capable of having
an everlasting perfection that is devoid of any error. The more we practise, the more and
less we become because we do not repeat the errors that were made previously. 
In the end I would like to emphasise that a person cannot be perfect in every sphere of
life because to have certain deficiencies is quite natural. But one can practise more and
more in order to lessen these deficiencies and gain more and more perfection. 
One must be perfect morally, mentally, physically, spiritually and emotionally and this
perfection is the outcome of continuous and vigourous practice. We must believe that
goddess of fortune smiles on those whose hands are coarse with practice and not on
those only lift their soft hands for prayer to God. So I can say that practice actually
serves as the source of perfection, which enables you to reach up to the dizzy heights of
success in all walks of life.

"It's a lesson you should heed"
try, try, try, again,
If at first you don't succeed.
try, try, try again,
Don't worry, you will win the war,
If not the battle.

Ms. Anjan Kalia 
Coordinator 
(Middle Wing)

Teachers' CornerTeachers' Corner

Ms. SukhnandanMs. Sukhnandan
July 3July 3

Mr. NishadMr. Nishad
July 8July 8

Ms. Neena SharmaMs. Neena Sharma
July 11July 11

  

Ms. RomilaMs. Romila
July 21July 21

Ms. SurpinderMs. Surpinder
July 28July 28

Ms. ArunpreetMs. Arunpreet
July 28July 28

Ms. AnupreetMs. Anupreet
July 30July 30

Ms. SuruchiMs. Suruchi
July 31July 31



Students' CornerStudents' Corner

हमारे �श�क

�ान का द�पक वे जलाते ह�,
माता �पता के बाद वे आते ह�।

माता देती ह� हमको जीवन,
�पता करते ह� हमारी सुर�ा।
ले�कन जो जीवन को सजाते ह�,
वही हमारे �श�क कहलाते ह�।

�श�क �बना न �ान है,
�श�क  �बना न मान है।
हमारा जीवन सफल बनाते ह�,
�ान का द�पक वे जलाते ह�।

जीवन संघष� से लड़ना,
�श�क हमे �सखाते ह�।
स�य, �याय के पथ पर चलने क�,
�श�क राह �दखाते ह�।

�ान का द�पक वे जलाते ह�, 
माता �पता के बाद वे आते ह�।।

Ishika Chauhan
VII-Lily



Students' AchievementsStudents' Achievements

Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Govt. Of India
organised an Online International Public Speaking
Competition where Harleen Kaur (XI Science A) and
Nimrat Kaur(XI Science B) bagged I and II positions
respectively.

Devansh Garg (XI Commerce B) secured I position in 74 kg weight
category by deadlifting a total weight of 150 Kg. This championship
was organized by Powerlifting Association of Delhi.

Navneet Kaur (VIII Tulip) participated in a Poster Making Challenge of
a weekly newspaper and her poster on the theme Save Environment
has been published in Curious Times Weekly Newspaper.



UKG-Rose-      Panshul
                          Shreyansh
Jasmine-         Savreen
                          Jaskirat
                         Chetna
                         Amrinder
                         Ayansh
Marigold-       Dhruv
Tulip-               Japji     
                         Aarav
Aster-             Divyansh
                         Yuven
                         Riyansh
Lily-                 Purvik
                         Riyanshi
Daffodil-         Sabreen
                         Ridayjit
                         Reyansh
                         Ekansha
                         Shreyash
                         Rohan
I-Rose-            Latika
                         Mansukh
Jasmine-         Geetansh
                          Jaanvi
I-Marigold-     Harshita
                          Mayara
                          Samaira
Tulip-               Dharv
                          Hartaj
                          Ritesh
                          Gurnoor
Lily-                  Shubham
                          Mankirat
                          Harmanjot
Aster-               Meera
Daisy-               Aditi
                           Banni
                           Bhavyadeep
                           Aryan
III-Rose-           Adeshpratap
                          Aarnav
                          Vridhi

Jasmine-        Vaibhav
                         Apeksha
Marigold-      Anurag
                         Prathamdeep
III-Tulip-         Devina
                         Harshdeep
III-Aster-        Princy
Daisy-             Rehan
Lily-                 Angad
                         Prabhpartap 
IV-Rose-          Anina
                         Aarohi
                         Ayushi
                         Ridit
Jasmine-        Himakshi
                         Priniti
                         Rajveer
                         Tejbir
                         Anshuman
Marigold-       Sonakshi
                         Muskaan
                         Anvita
                         Aaarit
Tulip-              Rampreet
Aster-             Kanav
                         Srishty
                         Diljit
                         Amritpreet
                         Mannat
Daisy-              Jashan
                         Gurfateh
                         Bhavya
                         Harkirat
                         Sukhbir
                         Sahibjit
                         Yashvir
                         Syrish
                         Ujjwal
                         Vanya
                         Aarav
                         Arshiya

V-Rose-        Akshdeep
                      Praavi
                      Sitanshu
                      Parth
                      Anika
                      Anika
                      Mohammad
VI-Tulip-      Namanveer
Aster-           Yajas
                      Aaravir
                      Anant
                      Devansh
Daisy-          Harshnoor
                      Omandeep
                      Sameer
                      Gurleen
                       Kalwin
VII-Rose-      Anukul
Jasmine-      Arav
                      Prabhpreet
                      Gaurav
                      Lavnya
Marigold-    Kashvi
                      Lakshay
                      Vansh
                      Ganika
Tulip-           Adhrit
                      Harseerat
                      Raina
                      Sana
Aster-          Dilpreet
                     Nishant
                     Aditya
Daisy-         Ravish
                     Sampreet
                     Saanvi
Lily-             Amanjot
                     Harleen
                     Divyam



FASHION COMMUNICATION AS A CAREER
When we hear the term ‘Fashion’ or ‘Fashion Communication’, many of us still think of
models or something related to the business of designing and producing a garment.
However, it is important to know that the term also includes two other major aspects
related to fashion. They are:
1.    Communicating fashion 
2.    Communicating through fashion.
It includes creating and facilitating communication for the fashion industry; verbal,
written, visual or audiovisual. It is a specialized domain of fashion studies that helps
students in learning communication knowledge and skills relevant to the fashion and
lifestyle industry.
Scope In Fashion Communication
The Fashion industry is opening many exciting doors for internships and jobs for people
with the right skill set and knowledge. Fashion is something that keeps evolving and
gaining more popularity with time and it seems like offering a promising future. This is a
creative space where you can experiment with your ideas and take a few risks. It is an
unconventional space that is ever-growing and transforming.
QUALIFICATION
12TH with any stream and entrance exam
Top Fashion Communication Entrance Exams
Fashion communication students may be selected based on the marks obtained in the
following entrance examinations: 
NIFT                UCEED
CEED               NID DAT
AIEED             FDDI AIST
SEED               AIFD WAT

     CAREER COLUMNCAREER COLUMN        

The Sun is our nearest star. It does not look like other stars because it is so much
closer to us. Most stars are so far away, they look like points of light in the sky. The
Sun is not solid like the earth, but is a giant ball of very hot gases, so hot that they
glow like the flames of a bonfire.

About 500 million years ago, new animals appeared in the sea- the first fish they had
no jaws or teeth and probably sucked in worms and small pieces of food from the
mud. 

Amazing factsAmazing facts



The Indian government has to put an end to the production, distribution, and use of
many single-use plastic products beginning on July 1, 2022. These disposable plastic
products are not very useful and have a significant potential to build trash. This is an
effective step that will defend our environment, our nation and the planet at a bigger
level. The elimination of single-use plastic is getting a universal support.
Everyone will now have to focus on finding green alternatives. There are sustainable
options available in the market like compostable and biodegradable plastic. We need
specific facilities to recycle these greener alternatives of plastic. There are options like
paper bags, wrappings, bamboo utensils, and other such items. Everyone will have to
focus on finding green alternatives.
The government of the Union is counting on the FMCG (fast-moving consumer goods)
companies, which are responsible for the production and usage of single-use plastics.
Government wants FMCG companies to cooperate with them. The industry is expected to
begin manufacturing alternate products, especially for packaging. Additionally, efforts
are being made to raise awareness among people. The FMCG companies have stated that
the cost of the final products will increase as a result of the restriction on single-use
plastics because the alternate products could be expensive and plastic is cheaper.
The goods which have been banned include plastic cutlery of all kinds, including plates,
cups, glasses, forks, spoons, and knives, sticks for balloons, cigarette packs, sweet boxes,
candy and ice cream stickers polystyrene that is used for decorating, and other items are
also included in this category.

Crack the code & unlock the key.

A) 062
B) 602
c) 042
d) 204

EXPLORATIONEXPLORATION

1.Saturn
2.Because I am Apple product
3.A spelling bee
4.The number one
5.A Christmas tree
6.An onion
7.Day and night

Ans. Key Vol. 19
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